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DMZ to DPZ: the Korean Peninsula as a Denuclearized Peace Zone 

Loo Seal Sean 

Introduction 

The Korean Peninsula has been overshadowed by fear of war and death since 1950s, in the 

name of conflict of ideology and ‘liberalisation’. The belligerence between the Republic of Korea and 

the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea did not end, despite the fact that war of ideology had long 

ended when the ‘iron curtain’ shattered into pieces, leaving lives lost and families broken. 

The title of this essay, ‘DMZ to DPZ: the Korean Peninsula as a Denuclearized Peace Zone’ indicates 

the efforts that aim on alternatives measures to accelerate the peace process to transform the whole 

Korean peninsula into a Denuclearized Peace Zone (DPZ). In the spirit of PyeongChang Peace Forum, 

we shall emphasise regional cooperation to bring peace and to denuclearise the Peninsula.   

Pacifism in the peninsula reached its peak in year 2018, when President Moon Jae-in of ROK and Kim 

Jong-un, the Supreme Leader of DPRK and then President Donald Trump of USA met up in series of 

talks and summits, hands shakes were exchanged and borders were crossed by the leaders. Inter-Korean 

relationship reached a new hights. However, the brief illusion of peace faded quickly. Tensions 

remained escalating and tipped 2 years later (2020). The North blew up the joint liaison office in the 

DMZ
1
 and hardened its attitude amid the raging pandemic of COVID-19.  

Mutual trust and confidence are the important groundwork for the peace process. However, both sides 

are suffering from a trust crisis that hinders the peace process. Whether it is US-DPRK or ROK-DPRK 

agreement, none of it lasts long. DPRK for instance, has been walking on the grey zone and breaking 

agreements for the last 10 years.  

Kim Jong-un has been battling against economic and political issues since his succession as the 

Supreme Leader of DPRK in 2010. The plague on the other hand, compiling with prior problems, 

probably damaged the already weak economy of DPRK, pushing Pyeongyang to another extend of 

aggressiveness in inter-Korean issue. 

Whereas for Seoul, policies towards the north change along with the transition of power. Without a 

define framework to reflect ROK as a whole, policies were carried out short-termly with low 

effectiveness, in contrast with Pyeongyang’s consistent policy that displays strong hostility. Politically 

motivated agenda were sometimes integrated into the peace process, ignoring the peoples’ will. This is 

not favourable for ROK to confront against DPRK in the long term.  

Despite, current’s deteriorating condition, stabilizing the Korean Peninsula is crucial in bringing peace 

to the region amid this uncertain world. The peace process is indispensable for the region and the world 

to prepare for growing instabilities in the coming future. 

  

                                            
1
 ‘North Korea destroys inter-Korean liaison office in “terrific explosion”’, REUTER, 16 Jun 2020 
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Initiatives for Peace  

The objective of peace is to end the Korean War officially. Despite numerous memoranda and 

armistices signed, ROK and DPRK never reached an agreement to end the war. Maintaining the status 

quo might only benefit the North, prolonging the peace process, and place the South in an awkward 

position. The South has compromised to numerous demands to appease the North, but peace never 

seemed to happen. ROK must bring DRPK back to the negotiation table, show its sincerity and urge the 

North to do so, in order to have a fair negotiation for peace. Despite being heavily impacted by the UN 

led sanctions, DPRK refuses to lower its hostile attitude and show any will to change. Alternative 

approaches to bring DPRK back to the negotiation table involve elements of self-determination, 

confidence building, mutual benefitting and regional support. 

I. Localising Peace Process 

The peace process is largely dependent on the principle of self-determination of the 

Koreans. Therefore, the idea of ‘localising’ peace process, aims to create a friendly environment 

for both sides to carry out the peace process. ‘Downgrading’ multilateral cooperation to 

localized cooperation limited to ROK and DPRK will create an isolated environment, that 

ensures the principle of self-determination could be upheld.  

Third parties are welcome to observe, but not to meddle in the process. Without hegemonic 

third parties to meddle unnecessarily in the process could increase confidence of participating 

parties in the process.  

Less participating parties means less conflict of interest, thus creating a more conducive 

environment for negotiation. Thus, negotiations could focus on peacebuilding and the good of 

the people, rather than foreign interests that are not directly related to the peninsula. 

Involvement of regional powers in the process, such as China and the US has largely 

contributed to the complexity of the current peace process. Moreover, it threatens the principle 

of self-determination. Leaning down the peace process will definitely simplify the situation. 

In short, a policy of ‘Korea Peace Process for Koreans’ is vital for any peace process in the 

peninsula to proceed unhindered. 

II. Geuk Gi Bok Rye (극기복례·克己復禮) 

Most of the previous efforts by the US and ROK toward DPRK were in vain, especially 

when DPRK proceeded with its nuclear program and put the blame on ROK and US’s hostility. 

‘Geuk Gi Bok Rye’ is a phrase from Confucianism’s classic, The Analects of  Confucius 

(논어·論 語 ), which means ‘to subdue one’s self and keep to propriety’. Perhaps, 

recommendation for ROK to cut down US troops stationed in ROK (United States Forces Korea, 

USFK) is worth considering. 

Cutting down USFK gradually is a bargaining chip, a peace sign-cum-commitment to pursue 

peace. Accompanying this could be the gradual retrieval of ROK armed forces wartime 

operation control (OPCON), to ensure the ability of ROK to strengthen its defence capability, to 

deter possible attacks. 
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On the other hand, UN observers, peacekeepers and a more diversified UN Command could fill 

the vacuum of USFK, while state defence and security can be overcome by strengthening ROK 

armed forces’ own capability. This includes: upgrading inventory, develop more local weaponry 

and even considering strengthening of ROK’s Anti Ballistics Missile (ABM) and early warning 

(EW) capability to counter possible ballistic missile attacks from the North.  

The bottom line for peace process should be state security. It shall not be weakened, 

compromised nor undermined under the name of peace process. Maintaining a strong-localised-

armed force and OPCON sovereignty allows ROK to decide its own fate and defence against 

any attack. It builds citizens’ confidence towards their government, and works as a bargaining 

chip against DPRK as well.  

III. Hongik Ingan（홍익인간·弘益人間）  

In contrast to Lee Myung-bak and Park Geun-hye governments (2008-2017), the 

Sunshine policy is adequate enough to ease tension. However, recent relationship turns cold 

again under the ‘Moonshine’ era, as called by the media. 

‘Hongik Ingan’ was chosen as the theme of initiative to strengthen trust between the North and 

South because of its meaning: to benefits the humankind. Like the Sunshine policy, upholding 

such ambitious principle when dealing with DPRK could bring peace to the Korea peninsula. 

Through supplementing the sunshine policy by Hongik Ingan principle, we hope to establish 

mutually beneficial relationship between ROK and DPRK, and to normalise inter-Korean 

relationship by building confidence and promoting interaction of the two Koreas. 

In the recent congress of DPRK’s ruling party, Rodongdang 8th congress struggles to ‘build a 

self-reliant economy’ this seems to show that the epidemic has severely damaged its economy. 

Given its recent failure in economic planning
2
, any help from ROK is significant enough to 

jumpstart the heating up of the inter-Korean relationship. Sanctions towards DPRK has proven 

its effectiveness, however, it is also foreseeable that DPRK will never fell pressured by it. 

Nevertheless, this is still a golden chance to break the ice.  

ROK can lend a helping hand by giving ‘accurate’ aids that are distributed accurately, to ensure 

they go to the right people. Humanitarian aid akin to a ‘surgical bomb strike’, will avoid 

fulfilling the regime’s personal interest, while helping those in need. To further imply 

interaction between the North and the South, it is necessary to arrange personnel from both 

sides to distribute aid materials together. These aids should come unconditional at the starting 

phase. To precede the peace process, even economic aid could be handed to DPRK as a gesture 

of friendliness, with the condition that DPRK promises to return to the peace process, such as 

re-establishing the joint liaison centre. 

These unconditional aids should be introduced with more conditions at the later phase, 

taking more talks and negotiations to another level. For example, to further demilitarize the 

DMZ and even North Korea’s return to the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons 

(NPT).  

                                            
2
 ‘North Korea to set new five-year plan in January as economy struggles’, REUTER, 20 Aug 2020 

  ‘N.K. leader admits economic failure as he opens party congress’, YONHAP, 6 Jan 2021 
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Initiative on the civilian level includes holding family reunions for dispersed families on 

a rolling basis, to normalise interaction between the two Koreas. Concurring programs could be 

sports diplomacy extending to youth and academic exchanges when the relationship heats up. 

Take ‘Ship for Youth Program’ for example, hosting such events especially for participant from 

the peninsula could promote interactions and form friendships, while opening the minds of the 

younger generation in inter-Korean affairs. Civil interaction helps to increase government 

approval rating and gathering support for further policies, as well as identify the people’s will. 

This is significant for ROK to set up a framework for Peninsula issue agreeable by the majority, 

ensuring consistency when dealing with Pyeongyang. 

IV. International Cooperation 

While inter-Korean cooperation gains momentum, international cooperation is almost 

certain to comes in. ROK could bring international solidarity and support for a peaceful 

peninsula, as well as bringing DPRK to the world. International society could support the peace 

process by answering ROK and UN’s call to enforce sanctions against DPRK to secure DPRK’s 

engagement in the peace process. Moreover, the way both Koreas present themselves, affects 

the world’s perspective on the North, the South and the Korean Peninsula as a whole. Hence, we 

anticipate DPRK to take more responsibility as a nuclear-armed-state (before denuclearisation), 

engage in international affairs, and thus breaking its stereotype of ‘Hermit Kingdom’ and rogue 

state.  

The earlier discussions were concentrated on ‘localised’ peace process that occurs in the 

Korean peninsula. It is solely meant for coaxing DPRK to the table for peace process 

negotiation and maintain a close-to-normal inter-Korean relationship. The sustainability of plan 

that does not solve problems at its root cause is questionable. However, conventional means 

never lasts long in changing DPRK. To complete the plan, bring international cooperation into 

the final phase to change DPRK from the root.  

Both Koreas should participate in more international events together as a succession to 

the Unified Korean team in PyeongChang 2018, and extend the collaboration from sports to 

cultural and economic affairs. Seoul and Pyongyang could participate in global events and 

organisations such as World Expo, World Cups and WTO as one party, to integrate DPRK into 

international society and pull both Koreas closer together.  

Observers have widely speculated that DPRK has resorted to self-reliance, Chinese 

trades and smuggling to counter the impact of international sanctions. Overall economy of the 

DPRK is no doubt in a bad shape. China’s 1978 economic reform, proves that ‘opening up’, 

could bring prosperity that DPRK longs for. DPRK’s reform should also be welcomed by ROK 

as it is likely to further transform North Korea’s society. Besides urging Pyeongyang to open up, 

Seoul could facilitate Pyeongyang in its reforming process. Once DPRK is adapted to such ‘new 

normal’, social change will follow naturally, bringing the peninsula a step closer to peace.  

Sharing ROK’s economic and political resources abroad with DPRK, will further 

normalize DPRK’s relationship and image in the nearby region. There is a saying that goes: ‘a 

close neighbour is better than a distant relative’ (원친불여근린·遠親不如近鄰). ROK must 

help DPRK to gain confidence of neighbouring parties like Japan, Taiwan and ASEAN, rather 

than solely relying on ‘distant relative’ such as US to stabilise the region.  
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DPRK should be encouraged to engage in a series of ROK initiatives in ASEAN, for 

instance, to establish ties with ASEAN through the ASEAN-KOREA Centre. Besides 

establishing socio-political cooperation with DPRK, ROK shall also draw capital around the 

world to establish a more liberal development project based on the Kaesong Industrial Zone 

model. Furthermore, the two Koreas could collaborate in revitalising the recently patched 

Pyeongyang-Kuala Lumpur relationship by experimenting with trilateral agreement with 

Malaysia, and eventually extend such collaboration to others in the region. Conditional 

assistance as such could encourage DPRK to start reforming in small scale, evolves to suite the 

modern international society, gain more partners besides traditional allies. Minor changes 

accumulated will eventually reach its tipping point, and change the regime thoroughly in the end.  
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Denuclearising the Korean Peninsula 

We could boldly predict that nuclear dismantlement would be carried out without much 

difficulties in a pacified Korean peninsula. Nuclear deterrence and state security will no longer hold a 

ground for DPRK to keep nuclear weapons. To further secure regional peace, a ‘Passive 

Denuclearisation’ is will suit the purpose to denuclearising better.  

‘Passive Denuclearisation’ focuses on transforming DPRK’s Byungjin policy into ‘Dokjin’ 

policy by ‘Passive Denuclearisation’. The Byungjin policy’s goal is to develop nuclear technology for 

nation defence and economic purpose, while the proposed ‘Dokjin’ aims to demilitarised DPRK’s 

nuclear technology and urge the North to use it solely for development. There are some new terms that 

both sides should also acknowledge to:  

1. Emphasize peaceful use of nuclear development; 

2. Agree that nuclear dismantlement will be done gradually; 

3. Nuclear disarmament will be executed solely, by both countries; 

4. The remaining product of disarmament should be put into good use for the benefits of 

both countries. 

Above conditions add weights on disarmament, rather than permanent ban on developing nuclear 

related projects. If prior initiatives are successful, DPRK will have faith in collaborating with ROK to 

denuclearise. While a gradual denuclearisation program would be attractive enough to the leader of 

DPRK, and act as a double assurance. Moreover, permanent ban on nuclear weapon could be introduce 

in the later phase, after the present plan proves its value, and the North is convinced that there is no 

need for nuclear weapon.  

Instead of foiling DPRK’s research on nuclear technology, ROK could negotiate for joint 

development in nuclear sector, to keep an eye on DPRK and encourage fair use of nuclear power. The 

Megaton to Megawatt program proves that turning nuclear weapon into nuclear fuel is feasible.
3
 By 

diluting Highly Enriched Uranium (HEU) extract from dismantled nuclear weapon into Low Enrich 

Uranium (LEU), both sides can duplicate US’s success, to denuclearise, and to power the peninsula. All 

level of working group for denuclearization should consist of representative from both sides, and 

covered by observer from neutral third parties, such as International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 

and UN. Besides purchasing dismantled nuclear weapon, both sides can mutually benefit each other by 

exchanging core technology. ROK could facilitates HEU diluting process or trade its advance 

technology in nuclear energy with DPRK, for technology like rocket and space launch vehicle. DPRK 

could therefore, power its country by LEU fuelled technology from ROK, fulfilling energy needs for 

developing economy and industries, while ROK could advance its space industry.  

  

                                            
3
 Christopher DiOrio (2016) ‘The Megatons to Megawatts Program’  

   Nikolas Martelaro (2017) ‘Turning Nuclear Weapons into Nuclear Power’ 
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Conclusion 

The success of peace process lies on supplementing present terms by alternatives means. It is 

known that DPRK is highly alert against ROK, while the peace process is often hindered by unrelated 

participating parties that draw unnecessary conflict of interest. The trust crisis between the two Koreas 

is another challenge to the peace process, while ROK itself is not consistent enough on peninsular 

issues. However, DPRK’s current crisis in economy is an opportunity to restore the peace process, as 

unfortunate of one is opportunity of others. 

Following the Sunshine policy’s closeness to success, more passive and moderate policies were 

needed to accelerate the peace process, and supplementing current policies towards the North. Active 

approach such as ‘localising’ peace process in the initial phase by the principle of self-determination. A 

simplified political environment in the Korea peninsula will allow peace process to proceed swiftly. 

Mutually beneficial initiatives that requires high level of interaction and cooperation in regional level 

and international level were discussed in ‘Geuk Gi Bok Rye’ and ‘Hongik Ingan’.  

In the later phase of peace process, international cooperation is inevitable in a globalized world, 

where the society lives as a whole. Thus, ROK plays an important role in bridging DPRK and the world, 

as well as presenting the Korean peninsula as a whole. By international supports and solidarity, it is 

easier to ensure fair playing in the negotiation for peace. It is also in this final phase of peace process, 

root problems must be overcome to bring permanent peace. 

However, the DPRK’s deceptive nature is a looming challenge to be face squarely. History 

shows that DPRK had make use of ROK’s desire for peace to bargain for unreasonable conditions. It is 

even clear that DPRK is have minimal level of self-sufficiency that could brace against economic 

sanctions.  

Therefore, to deal with DPRK, ‘carrot and stick’ policy is the basics, where strict terms should 

be set clearly to send a strong message: ‘ROK is serious in pursuing peace, and any intention to hinder 

peace will face bitter consequences’. Every agreement should be implemented under close inspection 

and detailed audit, to ensure both sides progression is on the right track. Moreover, timely reward in 

form of sanction relieves and other aids or even in the form of bargaining chips could encourage DPRK 

in being trustworthy and be a state integrity. 

Peace building in the Korean peninsula is a process of self-determination, based on goodwill 

between the two sides. Both sides should always remember that any malicious moves could cause 

mistrust and bring all the efforts in vain, while be committed in this process is an investment for 

regional peace and prosperity in the immediate future. 
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the issues on Korean peninsula. Further concept such as “弘益人閒” is the unofficial motto from 
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the한국 한자음 translation of “遠親不如近鄰”, which is also known as “먼 친척보다 가까운 이웃이 

낫다” in modern Korean. Using 한자음 quotes as subtopic is another try to integrate Hanja as a 

cultural element into the essay.   
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